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The Civilian Conservation Corps
in South Dakota
KENNETH E . HENDRICKSON, JR.'

In South Dakota, the Great Depression really began immediately after World War I. Unable to meet their obligations in the
face of drastically falling prices, many Dakota farmers were
forced to default on their debt payments. Banks foreclosed in
turn, but many failed anyway, and banks and farmers went down
together in spite of desperate efforts to save themselves. By the
end of the twenties, the economy of the state had been reduced to
a shambles.
A severe drought put the capstone on the agricultural disaster.
From 1926 to 1935, water supplies all but disappeared. Herds of
cattle were destroyed, and crops failed season after season. Long
before the famous dustbowl conditions struck full force in the
Southwest, they were commonplace in the Dakotas. By 1934,
conditions were so intolerable that an estimated 95 percent of the
arable land in the state was damaged, and portions were
permanently ruined. The need for assistance was acute, but the
resources of the state were hopelessly inadequate to meet the
need.' Clearly, the federal government would have to take action.
•The author wishes to thank the Hardtn Foundation whose generous support
made it possible to complete the research and writing of this essay.
1. E. A. Trevor, •'Final Report: National Youth Administration for the State of
South Dakota" (1943). pp. 6-8, Records of the National Youth Administration South
Dakota, Record Group 119, National Archives, Washington. D.C: Robert Dailey,
Chairman, South Dakota Council of Agriculture, to Robert Fechner. 8 May 1937,
Records of the Soil Conservation Service-CCC Camps, Record Group 114. National
Archives (hereafter cited as SCS CCC, RG 114. NA). See also Herbert S. Schell.
History of South Dakota, 2d ed. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1968), pp.
277-88.
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One of the most effective federal agencies established to bring
relief to the people of South Dakota and the nation was the
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). It was relatively efficient in
operation, and its administration demonstrated that numerous
federal agencies could cooperate effectively and that such
cooperation could also extend to the relationship between the
federal government and the states. There were rough spots, of
course, and bickering and dissension, but on balance, the CCC
was popular with those who administered it and those who
served in it. Before it was disbanded in 1942, the Corps provided
outdoor work relief for nearly 2.5 million young men. with a.s
many as 519,000 enrolled ata given time.President Franklin Roosevelt decided to implement his plan to
put an army of unemployed young men to work on the nation's
parks and forests and eroding farm land on 14 March 1933. Soon
authorizing bills were introduced in the House and Senate and
remanded to committees where hearings quickly began. Labor,
the socialists, and other groups protested, but the Roosevelt
Democrats skillfully steered the bills through, and the president
signed a compromise measure on 31 March, '
To the extent that their views are known or can be surmised.
South Dakota's leading politicians appear to have been
enthusiastic about the CCC from the beginning. Senator Peter
Norbeck and Congressmen F, H. Hildebrandt and Theodore E.
Werner greeted its creation happily, as did Governor Tom Berry.
Relief Director R. L. Emry. and the directors of the state's forest
and park facilities. The leaders of South Dakota's major farmers'
organizations were also favorably inclined, forseeing that the
work of the CCC might be directed, at least in part, toward
relieving the farmers of the state from the ravages of drought
and wind erosion,*
Initially, the South Dakota press took little notice of the birth
of the CCC. The major papers were primarily concerned that
spring with the great debate over prohibition, the drought, the
2, John A. Salmond, The Civilian Con.iervatiov Corps. ¡93S-19Í2: A NPV Deal
Case Study {Durham, N,C.: Duke University press, 1967».
.3. Ibid., pp. 1-2.5.
4. W. Frank Persons to R. L. Emry. Director. South Dakota State Emergency
Relief Commission, 8 Apr, 1933, W. L, Eales, Director, South Dakota State
Emergency Relief Commission, to Persons. 23 and 29 June 1933, Persons to Eales,
4 July 1933. all in Records of the Civilian Conservation Corps-South Dakota,
Record Group 35, National Archives (hereafter cited as CCC SD. RG 35, N A I.
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Trucks stand ready to load
President Roosei'eit'.'i iirmy nf vitrkers
al Camp F-fíiv the Black Ililh. In the
Hills. CCC workers built rnad.s, planted .
trees, fought fires, and improved parks.

bank crisis, the creation of the National Recovery Administration
and Public Works Administration, and events in Europe. The
most widely read newspaper in the state, the Sioux Falls Daily
Argus-Leader, was hostile to the New Deal spending programs in
general and, at first, said nothing at all about the CCC while
busily snipping away at much larger game. Finally, on 10 May
1933. the editor managed to comment, "Though the Argus-Leader
has no great enthusiasm for the big spending programs now
being proposed at Washington, it can see no reason why South
Dakota should be left on the side-lines in event that the disbursements are approved and ordered. . . . These raids upon the United
States treasury are offensive to us but as long as almost
everybody else is raiding, we are virtually compelled to resort to
such tactics as a matter of self protection." ' Six weeks later,
when it became clear what South Dakota's share would be. the
editor seemed to have overcome his lack of enthusiasm. On 20
June, he joyfully reported that there was reason to believe that
5. Sioux Falls Daily Argus-Leader. 10 May 1933.
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during the ensuing year the New Deal (including the CCC) would
pump some one hundred million dollars into South Dakota. "In
population, South Dakota is not a large state and the expenditure
of $100,000.000 is something of consequence,"'' he exulted.
Papers in towns near potential campsites also began to exhibit
enthusiasm. The Sturgis Tribune, for example, gave the CCC its
"official" blessing and welcomed the young men from the eastern
part of the state who would soon be coming into the Black Hills.
"This is a truly outstanding relief program," wrote the editor. "It
. . . allows them to give a dollar's worth of value for value
received."'
The complex administrative structure of the CCC was set up
quickly that dismal spring of 1933. The Selection Division was
placed in the Department of Labor under the capable supervision
of veteran social worker W. Frank Persons, Camp administration
was assigned to the army, while project supervision, for the most
part, became the duty of the Forestry Service, the Park Service,
and the Soil Conservation Service in the departments of
Agriculture and Interior. The United States Office of Education
also became involved after it was decided that the "three Rs"
were to be a part of the overall program. The national director of
the CCC, who was responsible for the orchestration of the entire
program, was Robert Fechner, a crusty but competent leader in
the Machinist's Union."
South Dakota was given an initial assignment of thirteen
camps and a quota of 3,600 men, which was the largest per capita
quota in the nation. Campsite construction commenced, primarily
west of the river, and the State Emergency Relief Commission
began the task of enrolling participants under authority
delegated by the Department of Labor, which authority was in
turn delegated, but only partially, to the counties. Ironically, it
was soon discovered that desperate though the plight of South
Dakotans might have been, they did not come forth in large
numbers to join the CCC. In fact, county relief officials often
found it necessary to seek out enrollees, and they also discovered,
much to their surprise, that most of the willing participants came
from towns rather than from rural homes. More than two-thirds

6. Ibid., 20 June 1933.
7. Sturgis Tribune, 7 May 1933.
8. Salmond, Civilian Conservation Corps, pp. 71-87.
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of the people of the state lived on farms, but more than one half of
the CCC enrollees came from the small towns, particularly towns
with a population under 2,500. Moreover, there were frequently
not enough recruits to fill the assigned quota. Throughout the
history of the CCC. an average of 20 percent of those who served
in South Dakota came from outside the state. It was obvious that
no matter how poor a farm family might be. if it could stay on the
land at al!. its able bodied members were needed at home.*'
To enroll in the CCC, a man had to be between the ages of 18
and 25, be unmarried, and come from a family on relief.
Exceptions were made only in the cases of veterans, all of whom
were eligible if on relief, and of the so called local experienced
men, or LEMs, for whom there were no age or marital
restrictions. LEMs were placed in the camps in an effort to lend
experience and maturity to each project, and the results were
highly successful. General correspondence files in the records of
the CCC indicate that the LEMs contributed a great deal to the
success of the camps. Moreover, when it appeared in 1937 that
the LEM programs might be curtailed, there was a great outcry
of protest.'"
At first, enrollments were limited to six months; later, they
were extended to a year with reenlistment permitted. The men
were paid thirty dollars per month, of which twenty-five dollars
had to be allotted to a dependent. Since this arrangement left
little pocket money for enrollees, the allotment was later reduced
to twenty two and then to fifteen dollars. Later changes also
allowed men from families not on relief to participate and
reduced the minimum age to seventeen."
American Indians were also eligible for the CCC and could
enroll either through regular channels or in a special program
designed specifically for the reservations. Since the South
Dakota relief administrators were not particularly interested in
Indians, some discrimination against those who attempted to
enroll in the regular CCC occurred, but it is difficult to detect
because, once enrolled, the young men were not designated by
race unless they were Negroes. The Indian CCC, however, was
9. South Dakota State Department of Social Security, Press Release, n.d..
South Dakota Historical Resource Center, Pierre,
10. Salmond, Civilian Conservation Corps, pp. 34-35. See also General Records,
Civilian Conservation Corps, RG 35. NA.
11. HappyDays, 20 May 1933.
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another matter entirely and is not included within the scope of
this essay.'"
Little is known of the people who were enrolled in the CCC
from South Dakota between 1933 and 1937, but the available
evidence does suggest that in their desire to fill the quota, relief
workers were often rather lax in their judgments, selecting
young men of questionable character. We know much more about
the average South Dakotan who enrolled in the CCC after 1937
because the agents of the State Department of Social Security,
who interviewed potential recruits, prepared detailed reports on
their subjects. A random sample chosen from this massive file of
case reports suggests that the average CCC enrollee in South
Dakota was under twenty years of age, came from a family of four
to five children, lived in a town with a population of 2,500 or less,
had not graduated from bigh school, had never been employed,
and had a family income of under forty dollars per month."
The experience of a young man who enrolled in the CCC in
South Dakota went somewhat as follows. After making his
application, a recruit was investigated by a relief caseworker to
determine his eligibility. The result of the investigation was then
submitted to the county relief director and then to the state relief
office where the final selection was made. Since this process often
took a considerable amount of time, many potential enrollees
disappeared before it could be completed and never became
actual participants. This weakness in the selection process was
not corrected until 1938."
After being notified of his selection, the youth was subjected to
a physical examination, and if he passed, be was sent to Fort
Meade, near Sturgis, for a two week period of "reconditioning"
12. Salmond, Civilian Conservation Corps, pp. 33-34. For a discussion of the
Indian CCC in South Dakota, see Roger Bromert. "The Sioux and the Indian CCC,"
South Dakota History 8 (Fall 1978): 340 56.
13. South Dakota, Department of Social Security, Department of Social
Security Annual Report for the Period July 1. 1938 to June 30, 1939 (1939), p. 17:
State Department of Social Security Records, South Dakota Archives Resource
Center, Pierre. The generalization is based on an analysis of the case records of
Melvin Mack (1937), Willard Maki (1938), Frederick Selby (1938). Bernard Ford
(1936), Arthur Salewski (1938), Robert Steen (1939), Alfred Bower (1940), Chester
Fathke (1941), and Delbert Verry (1941), and it is almost synonymous with the
information found in the 1939 annual report of the Department of Social Security
cited above.
14. Neal Guy to W. Frank Persons. "Field Visit Report," 31 Aug. 1937, CCC SD,
RG35.NA.
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designed to prepare him for camp life. Following this orientation,
he would proceed to his assigned camp. What he found there
depended a great deal upon the location and purpose of the camp,
the level of cooperation among the camp administrators, and the
dedication and competence of the camp commander.
If he were lucky, the enrollee would be sent to a camp such as
F 14. near Custer. where he would be put to work at timber stand
improvement and forest fire prevention in the Harney National
Forest. An enrollee at F44 would spend much of his leisure time
with Herbert A. Martin, who was one of the most successful and
highly rated educational advisers in the Ftate. Martin had
developed a curriculum to fit the needs of his men. It included
studies in arithmetic, spelling, journalism, carpentry, gardening,
and first aid. He also organized a glee club and an orchestra and
made substantial efforts to place enrollees in private employment
after discharge.' '

15, Camp Inspection Reports, Camp F-14, Custer. 25 June 1935. 23 June 1938.
and 18 Mar. 1941. ibid.
During the summer months, CCC workers were
nillfd upon to fight forest fir en like thi.i 1939 blaze.
Most fires were controlled in two or three days.
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A CCC v^nrk crew begins wnrk at Grizzlti Rirtr Puhti
Camp Ground in Custer State Park in
Nnvcmbvr-if

A fortunate enrollee might also be sent to Camp F-20, near
Sturgis. where he would undertake similar work in the Black
Hills National Forest. Under the command of Lt. L. C. Hutton.
this camp was one of the best in the state. It received high ratings
for job performance and provided the young men with an
excellent educational and recreational program administered by
Adrian W, Krier. Krier's curriculum consisted of arithmetic,
grammar. English, woodworking, and various other vocational
courses. In addition, the camp had a well developed sports
program and published a monthly newspaper that chronicled the
enrollees' activities. Cooperation among army, technical, and
educational personnel here was excellent."'
If he were not so fortunate, an enrollee might find himself in a
place like Camp F 15, near Rapid City, and under the command of
an inexperienced young second lieutenant like Fred Adams.
During Adams's administration, enrollees in this camp
complained constantly about bad food, filth, and Incompetent
leadership, but, luckily, the CCC administration listened
carefully to complaints and almost invariably reacted swiftly to
them. Such was the case at Camp F-15. where Adams was soon
removed from his command and replaced by a more competent
officer.''
I

16. Camp Inspection Reports. Gamp F 20, Sturgis, 6 Jan. 1939, ibid.
17. Camp Inspection Reports, Camp F-15, Rapid City, 31 Dec. 1938, ibid.
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While three enrollees out of five in South Dakota found
themselves in the forests and parks of the Black Hills, a few were
assigned to soil conservation projects in the East River area.
Typical of such camps was SC-5, which began operations near
Alcester in June 1935. Slightly under two hundred men occupied
this camp under the command of Capt. John W. Walker and four
assistant.s, including Educational Adviser M. J. Gibbs. The
technical staff, under the supervision of John W. Sponseller,
consisted of ten men employed by the Soil Conservation Service.
Although most CCC operations were on public land, the men in
this camp worked on private land. Participating farmers agreed
to supply equipment to the camp in exchange for labor and advice
on such matters as erosion control and moisture conservation.
The objective of the project was to reduce erosion and moisture
run-off by means of terracing and the construction of check dams.
During their first five months on the job, the men worked on
forty five farms, spending eight to ten hours a day in the field,
including transportation time. During leisure periods, they
studied reading, writing, arithmetic, or took college
correspondence courses, or participated in the recreation
program developed by Gibbs. The men in this camp seem to have
been contented. No major complaints against any facet of the
PeelÍ7ig cedar logs was another task undertaken by Corps workers.
These men are working in a camp on American Island, near Chamberlain.
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Camp DBR-2. loraletl (wt'lvc miles norlh
of Bellf Fniirrhe at Orman Dam. u>a.i »ne of
only five Drought Bureau nf Reclamation
CCC camps in the nation. The men at thin
camp diii repair work on Orman Dam and itx
650 miles of federally maintained irrination ditchfs. A t fir a I, the men slept
in tents ¡visible at far riqhtl. but
before winter sei iv, the men had built
barracks and other buildings.

For the recruit at DBR-% the work
week might include factory inork at
nearby Newell. Sonth Dakota, where the
men ronstrurtedand manned a lite plant
to supply the dam Irenter. opposite
page), or work on a siphon at A rpan
Iboltom. oppiisitr pagel. Bark in camp,
thf nit'v parliripatetl in planneii recreational nnd. fducational activities, such
an the basketball team (righll. Early
Saturday morning (below!, the men in the
barrackx spruced up their living
quarters for the weekly inapectiov.
Special privilege!! awardeii for the
cleanest barrarks providfd the incentive to do a thorough job.
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camp's operations are to be found in the files of the periodic
inspection reports that still exist.'"
In general, it appears that most South Dakotans who enrolled
in the CCC enjoyed the experience and felt they profited from it.
The testimonials of Harold E. Nielsen and Arnold Deuschle are
typical of those left by CCC enrollees in the state. Each enrollee
stressed what he found most valuable, with development of
character and the ability to work with others featured strongly in
many accounts such as Nielsen's:
I find one of the main things the CCC has done for me is personality
development. This is the place of places to meet every kind and class of
people, . . . Here we find character both beautiful and ugly. I am glad to say
the former far exceeds the latter.
.. . From the standpoint of physical weilbeing . . . I find myself better
able to concentrate, am keener of eye and ear, have a good appetite and
rise in the morning with that inner feeling that is prophetic of my being
able during the day to put forth the best that is in me. '"'

Deuschle summarized his CCC experience even more pointedly:
Upon graduation from high school in 1931 I had a pretty good education
along commercial lines. But all my efforts to obtain employment. . . were
stoped |sic| by the depression, . . .
I resorted to farming but this was a total failure as the
drought . . . ruined all chances of making a success of an agricultural
career.
In the Spring of 1935 I enrolled in the CCC
It didn't take long to see
that there was much to gain in working with other men in the field. It was
here that I learned how to keep up my end of the work; to take orders
without grumbling: to get along witti other men: , . , and many other things
, . . I could never have learned in a book.
. , . Being away from home has helped many boys to depend more on
themselves which is a great asset to anyone who must depend upon himself
in the future. The CCC has taken us, the young men of America, out of the
pool halls and other places where young minds deteriorate . . . and has
given us a new chance to make good when all hopes of a promising future
were at a minimum,2"

Such positive testimonials far outweigh complaints in the
surviving records. Moreover, the desertion rate, an excellent
barometer of enrollee morale, was low in South Dakota,
particularly after 1938. When complaints did occur, they were
18. Camp Reports. Camp SCS-5. Co. 2746. Oct, 1935. Emergency Conservation
Work Correspondence. South Dakota. Records of the Soil Conservation Service.
RG114, NA.
19. Harold E. Nielsen. "How the CCC's Have Been Beneficial to Me," n.d.. CCCSD.RG35, NA.
20. Arnold Deuschle. "How I Have Been Benefitted or Materially Aided by the
Civilian Conservation Corps." n.d,. ibid.
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almost always attributable to conditions that could be corrected,
such as hazing, substandard administration, bad food, dirty
quarters, or homesickness.-'
In South Dakota, as in most states, politics played a role in the
life of the CCC. From the beginning, of course, special interest
groups in various parts of the state exerted pressure to secure
more camps. The best organized lobby was agriculture, which
carried on constant efforts through organizations like the Council
of Agriculture, which represented all the farm groups and major
CO ops and claimed a membership in excess of sixty thousand.
Usually pressure was applied by direct contact with members of
the congressional delegation, who, in turn, passed it on to the
CCC administration in Washington. Though Robert Fechner. the
national director, was a tough-minded and conservative
administrator, he was also willing to lisien to rational pleas for
help. Thus he turned a sympathetic ear to the request of the
South Dakota agricultural lobby when they requested the
creation of more soil conservation camps in the state in 1937. but
he was unable to accommodate them due to the government's
economy drive of that period."'
Major South Dakota politicians had exhibited sympathy for
the CCC at the time of its creation. Furthermore, Herbert E,
Hitchcock, who completed the unexpired term of Senator Peter
Norbeck after the latter's death in 1936, was at least mildly
favorable, Francis Case, who entered the House in 1936 by
defeating Congressman Werner's bid for reelection, proved to be
one of the most enthusiastic advocates of the Corps. Politicians
sought constantly to engineer the creation of more camps for
their constituencies. They grumbled incessantly over budget
cuts, and they were ever ready to exploit the patronage potential
of the CCC by recommending their friends and acquaintances for
appointive positions.*^
21. South Dakota, Department of Social Security Annual Report (1940), p. 14;
files of Camp Inspection Reports, 1935 1941. CCC SD, RG 35, NA,
22. Robert Dailey to Robert Fechner. 8 May 1937, Fechner to Dailey, 13 May
1937. Lloyd L. Boree, Secretary, Aurora County Agricultural Conservation
Association, to Fechner. 17 May 1937, Fechner to J. G. Lindley, Chairman,
Emergency Conservation Work Division, Soil Conservation Service, 13 May 1937,
all in s e s CCC, RG 114, NA.
23. The statement about Hitchcock's attitude ¡s based on a perusal of his voting
record. For an example of congressmen's attitudes, see Francis Case to Robert
Fechner, 24 Mar. 1938, SCS CCC, RG 114, NA, and Peter Norbeck to Fechner, 1
June, 20 Sept., 4 Oct. 1933, 29 Jan., 28 Sept. 1934, 3 Apr., 25 June, 3 Aug. 1935, and
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Occasionally, the CCC became the object of major debates
in Congress —the most important instance of this type involving
the administration-sponsored permanency bill in 1937. What
began as a seemingly routine matter became emotionally charged
as time passed because, even though almost everybody in
Congress favored the CCC, congressmen were beginning to react
negatively to President Roosevelt's steamroller tactics. As
hearings on the permanency bill proceeded, therefore, opposition

In 1936. President Roosevelt visited the Black Hills
to inspect his army of CCC workers. Here the president waves
to a group of recruits lined up on his route.

began to emerge. It was evident that Congress still liked the CCC
and intended to extend its life, but not forever.^'
An important feature of the permanency bill placed all
appointive CCC personal under the provisions of Civil Service.
Francis Case favored permanence and the civil service provision
and was one of those who spoke eloquently in its behalf during
the floor debates. His was a minority view, however, because
most congressmen regarded the CCC appointments as a
18 Mar., 29 July, 10 Sept. 1936, CCC-SD, RG 35, NA. In these letters. Senator
Norbeck recommends appointments, requests new campsite locations, and protests
vigorously against budget cuts.
24. Salmond. Civilian Conservation Corps, pp. 150-52.
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patronage bonanza not to be discarded lightly in favor of
something as ephemeral as "more efficient performance."''
Congressman Fritz Lanham of Texas finally proposed an
amendment to the permanency bill that attracted considerable
support in the House and led to a compromise agreement with the
Senate, where support for the CCC was strong. The measure
extended the life of the CCC for two years only, while further
amendments removed the civil service provision. Passage of the
amended bill was widely interpreted as a severe rebuke to the
president. Among the South Dakotans in Congress. Senator
Hitchcock, who favored extension but not permanence, voted for
the new law. In the House, Case and Hildebrandt voted against
the amendment removing the civil service provision, but when it
passed, they voted for the amended bill, supporting the
temporary extension of the CCC"''
The national press viewed the defeat of the permanency bill as
a congressional slap at President Roosevelt for his methods
rather than as a criticism of the CCC, but in South Dakota the
matter received little notice. The Argus-Leader devoted most of
its front page on 12 May, the day the Ijanham amendment passed,
to the coronation of King George VI of Great Britain and in
subsequent days offered no editorial comment at all. Even more
surprising, the Rapid City Daily Journal the voice of the Black
Hills, devoted much space to the coronation and to speculation
over the causes of the Hindenburg disaster, but said nothing in
either its news columns or editorials about the debate over the
CCC.-'
Within the state administration, political considerations also
had significant effects upon the CCC. In 1933, relief in the state
was administered by the Emergency Relief Commission (ERA)
under the direction of W. L. Eales, who had succeeded the able
R, L. Emry in May. Among many other duties, this agency had
responsibility for CCC selection, which, as we have seen, it
delegated to the counties, thus rendering the entire procedure
quite inefficient. Within the ERA, direct responsibility for CCC
selection belonged to Catherine Buel, an aloof spinster whose
25. U.S.. Congress. House, Congressional Record, 75th Cong., 1st sess., 1937, 81.
pt. 4:4392.
26. Ibid.. pp. 4429-30 and pt. 5:4845; Salmond. Civilian Conservation Corps, pp.
15253,
27. Satmond. Civilian Conservation Corps, p. 153; Sioux Falls Daily ArgusLeader, 12 May 1937 and files for May 1937¡ .Rapid City Daily Journal, 12-20 May
1937.
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main qualification for the job was a devotion to tbe Democratic
party. Buel was a competent enough administrator although
totally lacking in personality or imagination. But even if her
capabilities had been greater than they were, her job would have
been extremely difficult because sbe was not given adequate
support. She had no secretarial help, insufficient funds, and
miserably inadequate office space and equipment. She found it
almost impossible to meet all her obligations, and yet somehow
she muddled through and performed reasonably well.-"
After the election of 1936 returned the Republicans to power in
South Dakota, most Democratic appointees were quickly
removed, but Buel survived, and by August 1937, she was the
only Democrat still retaining her job. Undoubtedly, no
Republicans were foolish enough to undertake the stupendous
burdens of her position for $135 per month. Still, the pressure to
relieve her mounted. J. W. Kaye, the director of the new State
Department of Social Security, who was himself a political
appointee who knew nothing whatsoever about social work or
relief administration, informed Washington in September that he
could not hold out against tbe pressure much longer. Buel
complained that she was being subjected to all manner of insult
and indignity, including verbal abuse from Assistant Social
Security Director Veri Lewis and a 12 percent salary reduction.
She appealed to Washington for assistance in her plight —she
desperately wanted to keep her job —but Fechner and Persons
refused to intervene. Their stated policy was to avoid
entanglement in the internal workings of state politics.-"
The situation was ultimately resolved by a compromise that
allowed Buel to remain in her position until 30 June 1938, by
wbich time it was hoped she could find other employment and
some deserving Republican could be groomed to replace her. She
was succeeded by Stanton Clark, who served until 1941. Clark
was in turn succeeded by Otis Jerde. wbo served until tbe
liquidation of the CCC program in 1942.^"
28. Catherine Ruel to Dean Snyder, 13 AUR. 1937, and E. J. B. Longrie to
W. Frank Persons, 23 Dec, 1937. CCC SD, RG 3S, NA.
29. J. W. Kaye to W. Frank Persons, 18 Sept. 1937, Persons to Kaye. 29 Sept.
1937, Neal Guy to Persons. 31 Aug. 1937. Catherine Buel to Persons, 14 Dec. 1937
and 11 Jan., 26 Apr. 1938, Persons to Bue!, 5 May 1937, Dean Snyder to Buel, 14
Jan. 1938. and Buel to Snyder, 20 Jan. 1938, all in CCC SD. RG 35, NA.
30. "Plan of Operations, Civilian Conservation Corps, South Dakota," 1 July
1938 30 June 1939, and Otis Jerde to W. Frank Persons, 30 June 1941, both in CCCSD.RG35,NA.
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The years between 1937 and 1941 marked the heyday of the
CCC program in South Dakota. During this period, certain
administrative changes improved its image and popularity. The
cumbersome selection procedures that had plagued the operation
during its first years were revised so that county relief boards or
county commissioners now made the final selection decisions.
This reform speeded up the selection process considerably, and
the program seemingly began to attract more and better
applicants. In addition, the camp educational advisers in South
Dakota, as elsewhere, now placed greater stress upon vocational
education, and the advantages of on-the-job training in the field
received more emphasis. This reform also contributed
significantly to the popularity of the Corps. After 1937, enrollees
almost invariably indicated their pleasure with the results of the
educational program.^'
During this period, too. camp officials, county relief officials,
and the state employment service began formal efforts to place
enrollees in jobs after their tours in the CCC were finished.
Although these efforts were popular, they were not particularly
successful since an estimated 70 percent of the enrollees went
home unemployed or back to the farm after discharge. As a
result, officials urged that the program adapt itself to the needs
of young farmers and stressed creation of a program that would
encourage the development of "initiative, courage, and
resourcefulness." attributes that would definitely be necessary
when the enrollee began "to work for himself on the farm." ''
The greatest achievements of the CCC in South Dakota
occurred during the period between 1937 and 1941. One of the
most spectacular projects was the Lake of the Pines dam in the
Black Hills, which, at 850 feet in length, was the largest
construction project ever completed by the Corps, The dam
created a 400-acre recreational lake that has been enjoyed by
hundreds of thousands of outdoor enthusiasts over the last forty
years. The most useful work of the CCC, however, took place in
the fields of timber stand improvement and soil conservation.
Operating out of twenty one camps (sixteen in the Hills and five
elsewhere), the enrollees built over ten thousand check and
impoundment dams, planted over 22.7 million trees, and spent
31. South Dakota, Department of Social Security Annual Report 11940), p. 14.
andibid.(1941), p. 16.
32. Rapid City Daily Journal. 21 June 1940.
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over eighty thousand man hours fighting forest fires by the end
of 1941. thus making a contribution to tbe South Dakota
environment of almost incalculable value. As a relief program,
the CCC was also of great importance to the state. By the end of
1941, the Corps had provided employment to more than twentysix thousand five hundred men and distributed more than 6.2
million dollars to their families in the form of allotments." This
program, perhaps in modified form, could have, and should have,
been continued, but events during the early stages of the war
brought swift termination instead.
When the CCC celehrated its eighth anniversary in April 1941.
the end was already in sight. The war in Europe was then in its
second year, and many observers believed that America would
soon become involved. Advocates of the CCC were justifiably
concerned that the Corps would come to be viewed as superfluous
as the needs of the country turned toward national defense.
Director James J. McEntee, who succeeded Robert Fechner upon
the latter's death in 1939, worked hard to demonstrate how
useful the CCC could be to the war effort through its educational
program, which could be used to train enrollees in war related
skills. Simultaneously, he attempted to deemphasize the now
obsolete relief aspect of the CCC. All across the country, CCC
administrators and selection directors emulated McEntee
through massive recruiting drives and publicity campaigns. In
South Dakota, this program took the form of voluminous
newspaper releases, radio shows, camp open houses, and
frequent orientation programs for young men and their parents,
which were contrived to demonstrate the benefits of CCC
participation.^*
These preservation efforts were unsuccessful. The Corps could
not overcome its image as a relief agency. Furthermore, the army
and the improving economy reduced the ranks of the unemployed
so dramatically that the segment of the population in need of
relief virtually disappeared. In South Dakota during the last year
of CCC operations, there were only 839 enrollments, and
discharges were so much more numerous than enrollments that
by the time the CCC was disbanded in July 1942. only forty two
33. Happy Days, 12 Oct. 1940; "Civilian Conservation Corps Statistical
Summary, South Dakota, 1933-1942," CCC SD, RC 35, NA,
34. James J. McEntee. "The CCC and National Defense," American Forests
(July 1940), unpaged clipping, and Otis Jerde to W. Frank Persons, 30 June 1941,
bothinCCCSD,RG35, NA.
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men remained in camp throughout the state.^' Still, the program
could have been preserved and nursed through the war had it not
been for the conservative inclination of Congress during the
spring of 1942.
One of the provisions of the appropriations bill of 1941-1942
authorized the creation of a Congressional Joint Committee to
investigate all federal agencies and recommend the elimination of
all those not essential to the war effort. Six of the twelve
members of this committee were conservative Southerners,

/ •!'• ;'íj pride iv a job welt done, a work crew from
Camp DBR-2 steps hack to survey a finished water chute on the
Orman Dam irrigation system. The varions fort-st. soil rnnserration, and irrigatinv projects of the CCC havf priivided many
lasting benefits to the people of South Dakota.

among whom were senators Harry F. Byrd of Virginia and
Kenneth McKellar of Tennessee, both of whom were openly
hostile to the CCC. Under their influence, the committee
recommended that the Corps be abolished not later than 1 July
1942, and McKellar introduced a bill calling for the liquidation of
both the CCC and the National Youth Administration.
,'î5. South Dakota, Department of Social Security Annual Report (1942), p. 11,
and ibid. (1943), p. 5.
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The McKellar bill was never reported out of committee
although hearings on it created a good deal of interest
throughout the country. Instead, the end came by another means.
On 4 May 1942, President Roosevelt asked for an appropriation of
$49,000.000 to operate the CCC during the fiscal year 1942 43, but
the House Committee on Appropriations defied him by voting not
to comply on 3 June. The fight then went to the floor of the
House, where friends of the Corps fought a desperate final battle
to preserve it. Francis Case was in this group, arguing that the
CCC could render vital service to the war effort, particularly
through its work on military reservations, the continuation of its
forest conservation efforts, and its educational program. But the
attempt fell short. By a vote of 158 to 151. the House refused to
appropriate any further monies for the operation of the CCC, and
its termination was thus assured. "'
The press in South Dakota was, perhaps not surprisingly,
rather nonchalant at the end. Few editorials eulogized the CCC or
reviewed its achievements in the state. The coverage of the
Rapid City Daily Journal was typical when it reported, without
further editorial comment, that the 5 June vote in the House
would "spell the end of the Triple 'C . . . for the war's duration at

36. Salmond. Civilian Conservation Corps, pp. 210-16: Congressional Record,
77th Cong., 2d sess., 1942, 88. pt. 4:4936.
37. Rapid City Daily JoumaL 6 June 1942.
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